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Foreword
Why investing in start-ups from the SEE?
In recent years, we have been witnessing a significant and rapid growth of local startup ecosystems, in
spite of a general lack of investors and funding. The
fact that SEE startup ecosystems have been marked
as “up-and-coming” for quite some time now and
recognised as IT hot spots does not, however, bring a
solution to the various problems in these ecosystems.
It seems that further growth largely depends on
access to funding and a general increase of investments in ICT companies. We at k://lab are dedicated
to building a regional platform for startups to pitch
their products and ideas and for investors to have
easy access to investable targets. This publication is
a first step in achieving this goal.
After the reactions to the previous editions of our
SEE Startup Monitor newsletter, we have decided
to continue presenting the most promising startups
from the SEE region to potential investors, clients
and other interested stakeholders. Our newsletter
aims to provide private and corporate, strategic and
institutional investors an overview of promising
startups, that show traction in their respective
sectors. Our list of investable startups comes from
different sectors, stages in development and from all
SEE markets.

If you are interested in the previous issues of our
SEE Startup Newsletter, you can find it here.
For any questions you may have regarding the
startups covered in this or other, please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Happy reading.

D-Darks
D-darks is a SaaS company introducing digitalisation and
predictive analytics into ﬁnancial risk management in the
Real Estate industry. They combine relevant market
developments with the company's underused ﬁnancial
data (aka. dark data) into a digital risk twin - Smart cash ﬂow,
focusing on investment opportunities, liquidity impacts and
market pricing. The company's main target groups are large
investment funds and Real Estate companies, seeking new
market opportunities and validating their position in

ever-changing ﬁnancial markets. With data-driven decisions,
the companies are enabled to make informed and
transparent decisions as well as to be one step in-front of
competition. D-DARKS tech solution is unique and custom
made “from a scratch”. It is combining state of the art
stochastic modelling and artiﬁcial intelligence tools, based
on the speciﬁcs of the Real Estate industry. The software
customisation for any customer is relying on the Real Estate
industry expertise of our team as well as of the client.

Industry/sector
Proptech

Revenue
n/a

Core business
Risk Management-Real Estate

Stage of development
Working prototype
ready for testing

Year of founding
2020
Number of employees
2

Vienna, Austria
www.d-darks.com

Further planned steps in development
The Smart cash ﬂow prototype is
ready for testing and they are already
talking to potential test clients.
In order to successfully back up the
testing process, the company is
planning to expand the team with
additional professionals. They are
searching for business partners/
investors, ideally with their network
in the ﬁnancial/real estate industry.

Previous funding
No investments, up to
now bootstrapped.

ELSD (English Language Skills Development)
ELSD is the ﬁrst online school originating in Europe,
Serbia, to successfully market its services internationally. This promising Start-Up began its journey in
2018 by expanding to the Japanese market and soon
after to China, only to begin its expansion across
Europe in the last 9 months and is now on its way to
slowly but surely conquer the domestic market with
its undisputed quality, innovative ideas and grit.
Thanks to ClassIn, the leading e-classroom, Skype for

business users, and their highly-qualiﬁed tutors ELSD
was able to become the school with the highest
customer satisfaction rate in the ESL industry.
The strategic cooperation and support of YALE
University, ManPower Group in the Balkans, Google
Launchpad, GIZ, CEP, UK Tech Hub from Tirana, True &
North Company from London and many others, left a
big mark on the development of their product at the
time of its creation.

Industry/sector
Ed-Tech
Core business
Live individual and group
online language classes
Year of founding
2018
Number of employees
4 Full time, 6 contractors
and 15 independent
contractors (teachers)

Nis, Serbia
https://elsd.eu/?locale=EN

Revenue
From EUR 4,000 to EUR 8,000
/ per month
Stage of development
Business model reconstruction
under the eﬀects of COVID-19,
with higher focus on B2B
clients-companies and
education institutions
Previous funding
Angel investments – EUR 60,000
and investment in the form of
‘’Sponsorship ‘’ – EUR 100,000

Further planned steps in development
/ Adopt the website and branding to the
domestic market
/ Brand themselves with international
success and traction here in the Balkans
/ Close the deal and strategic partnership
with BUSUU- The leading online
language app in the world
/ Receive the BAC accreditation and
become the ﬁrst online school from
this part of Europe accredited by the
British council
/ Close at least 1 B2B deal per month
starting from November 2020 and scale
in the number of teachers to 50

Shopen.com
Shopen.com is an e-commerce platform for
the easy and fast creation of online stores.
It is a complete sales solution that includes
everything you need for a successful online
sale. From easy store launch, modern
personalized design, SEO and process

automation, to the product, sales and customer
management, detailed reports, multiple billing
methods, multiple delivery options and multiple
sales channels.

Belgrade, Serbia
https://www.shopen.com/

All this without technical prior knowledge and
without the need to hire experts.

Industry/sector
Software / E Commerce

Revenue
n/a

Core business
E commerce
platform development

Stage of development
We are live in Serbia with
users and traction, preparing
localisation for the Balkan region

Year of founding
2020
Number of employees
1-10

Previous funding
No funding, only their
private investment

Further planned steps in development
Service localisation for ﬁve other
ex-Yugoslavia countries and launching
it there, working on the additional sub
services and integrations. Looking for
VC seed round funding - 800k for the
next 12 months for the next phase of
product development and sales
expansion in the region.

Ydrive
YDRIVE oﬀers a robust yet cost-eﬀective
solution using an innovative combination
of geometric computer vision and deep
learning methods.

The company’s founding team has over
30 man-years of experience at Fortune
50 companies building products at the
intersection of state-of-the-art research
and cutting edge engineering.

Belgrade, Serbia
https://ydrive.ai/

Industry/sector
AI

Revenue
Pre-revenue phase

Core business
3D Mapping

Stage of development
Pilot

Year of founding
2018

Previous funding
In August 2020 Ydrive was
awarded a MegaGrant by Epic
Games in the amount of USD
180,000 for further research
and development of our
technology towards applications
in the gaming industry.

Number of employees
7

Further planned steps in development
/ Short term (3-6 months) productization and expansion
of pilot phase to cover wider
Belgrade area
/ Medium-term (6-18 months) expansion to multiple
cities/regions

Jarvis (company name is Outpost)
Jarvis automates repetitive parts of project management
using natural language processing and makes getting
information in and out of the software available with a
single sentence. There is a gap between what employees
want (to focus on their work) and what managers want
(to have as much information as possible in PM software
to analyse and draw conclusions from).

This gap becomes even wider with remote and
asynchronous work. All you need to do to close this
gap is to let Jarvis ask employees the right questions
and provide the needed data to managers.

Industry/sector
Software as a Service (SaaS)

Revenue
Pre-revenue phase

Core business
Automated project
management

Stage of development
Closed beta

Year of founding
2019

Belgrade, Serbia
https://jarvis.management/

Further planned steps in development
Reﬁning product with closed beta by
the end of 2020. Release public beta
in January 2021.

Previous funding
Bootstrapped

Number of employees
4

Atﬁeld Technologies
The company’s set of digital tools, Winessense®,
enables vineyard managers to maximize quality
from every microsite in a vineyard during every
season, while continuously managing risks. The
technology is based on continuous, autonomous
vineyard sensing coupled with models for growth
indexes, disease predictions and quality
estimates. It is tuned for individual varietals and
locales and is served through a mobile app,

allowing our clients to understand details in
their vineyards at every microsite. Most of the
company’s clients are in Serbia, with ﬁrst
customers acquired in the UK and with a
number of prospects from other geographies.
They have a team of experienced people, on a
third or a second venture, with a mixed skillset
in both engineering and technology as well as
business and sales.

Serbia
https://www.atﬁeld.tech/

Industry/sector
Agritech

Revenue
EUR 160,000

Core business
Precise Viticulture

Stage of development
Initial Traction

Year of founding
2017

Previous funding
EUR 50,000 preseed round;
EUR 80,000 innovation fund
of Serbia

Number of employees
6

Further planned steps in development
Acquisition of key account in the
Serbian market and opening of
other relevant regional markets

OROOK Construction Careers
OROOK is a unique matching platform for hiring and
recruitment created to serve the needs of the construction
industry. It was designed to respond to all of the challenges
the industry faces when it comes to employment, including
the lack of relevant applications, time-consuming employment processes, steep prices of headhunting services, and
inadequate comprehension of construction industry market
needs. OROOK relies on a proprietary data-driven system,
providing beneﬁcial results for all end-users: companies and

professionals working in construction. For companies, among
other beneﬁts, using OROOK means more relevant applications,
instant access to the OROOK Picks (top candidates for given
criteria), as well as the ability to manage applications, rank
candidates, and communicate with prospective ones directly.
For professionals, creating an OROOK proﬁle is completely free,
so they can easily use the platform to ﬁlter and apply for
suitable jobs, communicate with potential employers, and
join the OROOK community of construction experts.

Industry/sector
Construction Industry

Revenue
EUR 30,000

Core business
Recruitment, Employment,
HR services, Consultancy

Stage of development
Early Stage/Scaling

Year of founding
2020
Number of employees
10

Previous funding
Equity funding EUR 150,000
in 2019

Belgrade, Serbia
https://orook.net/

Further planned steps in development
/ Finalizing the part of the
platform dedicated to hiring
blue-collar workers
/ Developing specialized B2B
matching services
/ Further development of
educational resources
/ Further growth on the local
and regional market
/ Expanding to the EU market
by 2022

Where legal
meets tech
With k://lab, we want to create the first
and unique hub for talents, to share our
market-leading expertise with a new
generation of creative minds and spearhead the game-changing fusion of legal
and tech in the region. Both early-stage
and scaling start-ups are welcome at
k://lab. Our goal for the future is to
find and develop hidden gems in the
region and help them transform their
ideas into action.

With k://lab you can get support package
to kick-start your evolution. You will get:
- Legal Support
- Networking and testing
- Coaching
- Advisory Support and Mentorship
...and much more
k://lab is a platform through which a
network of our professionals and partners
will be supporting chosen start-ups in the
SEE region.

htDownload
tps:/ www.karanovicpartners.com/wour
p-content/ubrochure
ploads/2020/04/Klab2020.pdf and find out more
about the process!
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* Partner and Associate refer to Attorney at Law Ketler & Partners - member of Karanovic Verein, Ilej & Partners in cooperation
with Karanovic & Partners and Independent Attorney at Law in cooperation with Karanovic & Partners, respectively.

